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1 Extended methods7

1.1 Selection of parameters8

Parameter values were selected to be consistent with influenza’s biology and to reproduce its major epi-9

demiological and evolutionary patterns (table 1). The population size N was chosen to minimize extinctions10

while also making efficient use of computational resources. The population birth/death rate γ = 1/30 year−111

reflects the global crude birth rate estimates of 34 births per 1000 [1].12

The proportionality constant m for calculating the between-region contact rate was calculated from the13

number of international air travel passengers reported by the International Civil Aviation Organization14

divided by the global population [2].15

We chose a baseline R0 = 1.8. Estimates of R0 from the first pandemic wave H3N2 in 1968 range from16

1.06-2.06 [3], and estimates of R0 for seasonal influenza range from 1.16 to 2.5, averaging approximately17

1.8 [4].18

The five-day duration of infection, 1/ν, is based on estimates from viral shedding [5]. The transmission19

rate, β, is calculated using the definition of R0:20

R0 =
β

ν + γ

We chose the seasonal amplitude to ensure consistent troughs during the off-season in temperate populations21

while remaining within reasonable estimates of seasonal transmission rates [6].22

Mutational parameters were selected to maximize the number of simulations where evolution was influenza-23

like (figure S6). Mutations occur at a rate of 10−4 mutations per day. This phenotypic mutation rate cor-24

responds to 10 antigenic sites mutating at 10−5 mutations per day [7, 8]. The distance of each mutation is25

sampled from a gamma distribution with parameters chosen to yield a mean step size of 0.6 and a standard26

deviation of 0.3 antigenic units. These values correspond to a reduction in immunity of 4.2% for an average27

mutation (SD = 2.1%). These mutation effect parameters give the gamma distribution an exponential-like28

shape, so that most mutations yield small differences in antigenic fitness, while occasionally mutations will29

yield greater differences. We chose µ, δmean, and δsd so that the simulations would exhibit influenza-like30

behaviour as consistently as possible (figure S6). Here, the criteria for influenza-like behavior included en-31

demism, reduced genealogical diversity (TMRCA < 10 years) [9], and biologically plausible mean rate of32

antigenic drift (1.01 antigenic units per year) [10] and incidence (9-15%) [11] (table 1, figure S6).33
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1.2 Calculation of antigenic lead and trunk proportion34

We examined two metrics that describe influenza’s evolutionary dynamics. For computational tractability,35

these metrics were calculated using a subset of strains sampled over course of the simulation. Strains were36

sampled proportionally to prevalence.37

To calculate antigenic lead, we first calculated the antigenic distance of each sampled strain from the38

founding strain (figure 1a). We then fit a LOESS spline to these distances over time. The spline describes39

the expected antigenic drift of circulating lineages at any point in time. Strains above the spline have drifted40

farther than average and are considered antigenically leading. Strains below the spline have drifted less41

than average and are considered antigenically lagging. The antigenic lead in the tropics is calculated as the42

average antigenic distance to this spline for all sampled tropical strains.43

To calculate the fraction of the trunk in each population, we first identified strains that comprise the44

trunk by tracing the lineage of strains that survive to the end of the simulation (figure 1b). Because multiple45

lineages may coexist at the end of the simulation, we excluded the last five years of strains from trunk46

calculations. The fraction of the trunk in the tropics is calculated as the fraction of the time the trunk was47

composed of tropical strains.48

49

1.3 Univariate sensitivity analysis50

In the univariate sensitivity analyses, we created regional differences in host ecology by varying each of the51

five ecological parameters individually (R0, population turnover rate, seasonality, population size, and initial52

conditions) while keeping all other parameters at their default values (table 2). To test the effects of regional53

R0, we changed R0 only in the tropics. Similarly, we tested the effects of the rate of population turnover by54

varying it only in the tropics. To investigate seasonality, we varied the seasonal amplitude of the transmission55

rate in the temperate populations. (The transmission rate in the tropics was always constant over time.) To56

explore population size, we examined the ratio of tropical to temperate population sizes, keeping the global57

population constant. We initialized all simulations at the endemic equilibrium such that the total number58

initial infecteds was constant. We then scaled the number of initial infecteds in the tropics while keeping59

the two temperate demes the same. We ran 20 replicates for each unique combination of parameter values60

and discarded any simulations in which the virus went extinct or the TMRCA exceeded 10 years at any61

time in the 40-year simulation. The analyses for antigenic lead and trunk proportion were performed on the62

remaining simulations (figure S1).63

1.4 Multivariate sensitivity analysis64

To test the robustness of the effects of individual parameters on the antigenic lead and the phylogenetic65

trunk, we simulated 500 points from a Latin hypercube with dimensions representing relative R0, seasonality,66

relative population size, relative population turnover rate, and the fraction of initial infecteds in the tropics67

(figure S2). The ranges for each parameter (table S1) were chosen to remain within reasonable estimates.68

We simulated twenty replicates for each of the 500 unique parameter combination and discarded simulations69

in which the virus went extinct or the TMRCA exceeded 10 years at any time in the 40-year simulation.70

We performed an ANOVA on the remaining 4119 influenza-like simulations to determine each parameter’s71

contribution to the variance in antigenic lead and the fraction of the trunk in the tropics (table S2, S3).72

2 Supporting Information73

2.1 Invasion analysis74

We assume that the host population supports a resident strain at the endemic equilibrium. We develop an75

expression for the fitness of an invading mutant strain to explain how the selection coefficient of the mutant76

changes with R0.77

78

Here, S, I, and R represent the fraction of susceptible, infected, and recovered individuals. The birth rate γ79
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and the death rate are equal, so the population size is constant. All individuals are born into the susceptible80

class. Transmission occurs at rate β, and recovery occurs at rate ν.81

dS

dt
= γ(1− S)− βSI

dI

dt
= βSI − (ν + γ)I

dR

dt
= νI − γR

We solve for the endemic equilibrium values of Seq, Ieq, Req.82

dI

dt
= 0 = βSeqIeq − (ν + γ)Ieq

Seq =
ν + γ

β
≡ 1

R0

R0, the basic reproductive number, is defined as the number of secondary infections from a single infected83

individual in a totally susceptible population. Continuing to solve for Ieq and Req, we have84

dS

dt
= 0 = γ(1− Seq)− βSeqIeq

Ieq =
γ

β
(R0 − 1)

dR

dt
= 0 = νIeq − γReq

Req =
ν

β
(R0 − 1)

To find the selection coefficient, we develop an expression for the effective reproductive number Re for both85

the resident and mutant strains. Re is the expected number of secondary infections from a single infected86

individual in a given population. We will use the relationship87

Re = SR0

The mutant strain is d antigenic units from the resident strain. The conversion factor between antigenic88

units and infection risk is notated by c. Thus, the susceptibility to the mutant is given by min{cd, 1}, and89

immunity to the mutant is max{1− cd, 0}. For ease of notation, we assume cd ≤ 1, and use k = 1− cd.90

The fraction of the population immune to the invading strain is denoted by R′. Note that the population is91

at the endemic equilibrium of the resident strain, and not the mutant.92

R′ = (1− cd)Req

=
ν

β
(R0 − 1)k

We start by allowing coinfection. The fraction of susceptibles to the mutant strain is given by93

S′ = 1−R′ − 1

N

= 1− νk

β
(R0 − 1)− 1

N
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For large N , we have94

S′ = 1− νk

β
(R0 − 1)

As defined by our initial set of ODEs, the growth rates of the mutant and resident strains are95

dI ′

dt
= I ′[βS′ − (ν + γ)]

dI

dt
= Ieq[βSeq − (ν + γ)]

To get the selection coefficient, we take the difference between the growth rates:96

s = [βS′ − (ν + γ)]− [βSeq − (ν + γ)]

= β − γk(R0 − 1)− β

R0

Recall that β = (ν + γ)R097

s = (ν + γ)R0 − νk(R0 − 1)− (ν + γ)

Simplifying,98

s = (νcd+ γ)(R0 − 1) (S1)

Now disallowing coinfection, we have99

S′ = 1−R′ − Ieq − I ′

= 1− ν

β
(R0 − 1)k − γ

β
(R0 − 1)− 1

N

For large N ,100

S′ = 1− (R0 − 1)[
νk + γ

β
]

Using the same arithmetic as in the case with coinfection, it follows that101

s = β − (νk + γ)(R0 − 1)− β

R0

Simplifying,102

s = (νcd)(R0 − 1) (S2)
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In summary, the selection coefficient of an invading mutant strain increases linearly with the R0, which103

is shared by both strains. The slope of this relationship is proportional to the distance d between the two104

strains in antigenic space (figure S4). Naturally, relationship between the selection coefficient on the distance105

d between strains depends on the functional relationship between antigenic distance and immunity. However,106

the linear dependence of the selection coefficient on R0 holds as long as the functional relationship between107

antigenic distance and immunity is independent of R0.108

2.2 Detecting differences in R0109

In the SIR model, the force of infection is110

F = βI

where β is the transmission rate and I is the fraction of infecteds. At the endemic equilibrium, the cumulative111

fraction of seropositive individuals at a given age a is112

f(a) = 1− exp(−βIeqa)

= 1− exp(−R0(ν + γIeqa)

where ν is the recovery rate and γ is the birth/death rate. Ieq, the fraction of infecteds at the endemic113

equilibrium, is given by114

Ieq =
γ

β
(R0 − 1)

Figure S7 shows the fraction of seropositive individuals by age for the baseline R0 = 1.8 and a 20% higher115

R0 = 2.16. The difference in the percentage of seropositive two-year-olds between the two groups is approx-116

imately 2.3%. The sample size in each group required to detect a difference f2(a)− f1(a) with α confidence117

and 1− β power is118

N =
f1(1− f1) + f2(1− f2)

(f1 − f2)2
(Φα/2 + Φβ)2

For legibility, fi(a) is written as fi. To detect a 20% difference in R0 between two populations with 0.05119

significance and 0.80 power, we would require a sample of at least 1503 individuals in both groups.120
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3 Supplemental tables and figures149

Table S1: Parameter ranges used in Latin hypercube sampling

Parameter Range

Relative R0 0.8−1.2

Seasonal amplitude (ε) in temperate populations 0.0−0.15

Relative population size (N) 0.5−2.0

Relative turnover rate (γ) 0.5−2.0

Fraction of initial infecteds (I0) in tropics 0.0−1.0

Table S2: ANOVA of the fraction of trunk in tropics from multivariate sensitivity analysis

Parameter Df Sum Sq Frac of var Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Relative N 1 5.04 0.017 5.04 316.48 <0.0001

Fraction I0 in tropics 1 0.62 0.002 0.62 38.94 <0.0001

Relative R0 1 114.49 0.406 114.49 7193.84 <0.0001

Relative turnover 1 2.37 0.008 2.37 148.97 <0.0001

Seasonal amplitude 1 94.04 0.334 94.04 5908.50 <0.0001

Residuals 4109 65.40 0.232 0.02

Total 4114 281.96 1.000
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Table S3: ANOVA of the tropics’ antigenic lead from multivariate sensitivity analysis

Parameter Df Sum Sq Frac of var Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Relative N 1 1.94 0.033 1.94 754.71 <0.0001

Fraction I0 in tropics 1 0.02 <0.001 0.02 8.75 0.0031

Relative R0 1 44.55 0.766 44.55 17344.41 <0.0001

Relative turnover 1 1.04 0.018 1.04 406.81 <0.0001

Seasonal amplitude 1 0.02 <0.001 0.02 9.53 0.0020

Residuals 4109 10.56 0.182 0.00

Total 4114 58.140 1.000

Figure S1: Univariate sensitivity analysis showing effects of individual parameters on (a) the antigenic lead
and (b) the fraction of the phylogenetic trunk in the tropics. In each column of plots, only the parameter
indicated on the x-axis is varying; all others are held constant at the default value. Each point represents
the mean value over a single simulation. Blue lines indicate linear least squares regression. The dashed
lines represent the null hypotheses where (a) the trunk is distributed equally among the three regions or
(b) tropical strains are neither antigenically ahead or behind. (c) Number of simulations that went extinct
(red), exceeded the TMRCA limit (green), or were suitable for analysis (blue).
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Figure S2: Multivariate sensitivity analysis showing effects of individual parameters on the (a) antigenic
lead and (b) the fraction of the phylogenetic trunk in the tropics. Horizontal axes are projections of a Latin
hypercube with dimensions corresponding to the five parameters indicated. Each point shows the mean value
over a single simulation. The dashed lines represent the null hypotheses where (a) the trunk is distributed
equally among the three regions or (b) tropical strains are neither antigenically ahead or behind. Pearson’s
correlation coefficients and associated 95% confidence intervals are indicated.
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Figure S3: Effect of R0 on antigenic drift in a single deme. Each point shows the mean antigenic drift
rate from a single simulation. The blue line represents linear least squares regression, and the dashed line
indicates the empirical estimate of the rate of antigenic drift for H3N2 [10]. Pearson’s r = 0.94, p < 0.001;
95% CI: (0.88, 0.97).
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Figure S4: Relationship between R0 and the selection coefficient for an invading strain with the resident at
endemic equilibrium. The relationship for three different antigenic distances d between the invading strain
and the resident strain is shown: 0.6 (solid line), 1.0 (dashed line), or 2.0 (dotted line) antigenic units.
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Figure S5: Effect of initial conditions on the antigenic lead and the fraction of the trunk in the tropics early
in the simulation. Each square represents the average value for n=5 to 11 replicate simulations.
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Figure S6: Sensitivity of flu-like behaviour to changes in the mutational parameters, the mutation rate
µ, mean mutation size δmean, and standard deviation of the mutation size δsd. Within each plot, each
square represents ten replicate simulations. Each row of plots shows results from simulations using different
mutation rates µ. The number of simulations where the virus went extinct is shown in the second column of
plots, and the number of simulations where the viral population exceeded a TMRCA of 10 years is shown in
the third column of plots. The remaining simulations are considered influenza-like and are shown in the first
column of plots. The reported mean antigenic drift rates and prevalences are averaged over the influenza-like
replicates. The color scales for mean antigenic flux and incidence are centered (white) at the corresponding
observed values for H3N2 (table 1).
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Figure S7: Theoretical increase in the fraction of seropositive individuals with age with R0 = 1.8 and a 20%
higher R0 = 2.16.
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Figure S8: Lowering baseline R0 decreases the effect of relative R0 on the fraction of the trunk and antigenic
lead in the tropics. (a) Effects of baseline and relative R0 on the fraction of the trunk in the tropics. Blue
indicates that the phylogenetic trunk is located in the tropics less than 1/3 of the time, and red indicates
that the trunk is the tropics more than 1/3 of the time. (b) Effects of baseline R0 and relative R0 on
antigenic lead in the tropics. Blue indicates that tropical strains are on average ahead antigenically relative
to other strains, and red indicates that tropical strains are behind antigenically. Each square represents
an average from 1 to 14 replicate simulations. Grey squares indicate parameter combinations where all of
twenty attempted simulations either went extinct or exceeded the TMRCA threshold of 10 years.
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Figure S9: Univariate sensitivity analysis using a fully connected 5-deme model (a) showing the effects of
individual parameters on (b) the antigenic lead and (c) the fraction of the phylogenetic trunk in the tropics.
By default, the tropics have a population size that is twice as large as any single temperate deme. In each
column of plots, only the parameter indicated on the x-axis is varying; all others are held constant at the
default value. Each point represents the mean value over a single simulation. Blue lines indicate linear
least squares regression. The dashed lines represent the null hypotheses where (b) the trunk is distributed
proportionally to the default population size among the regions or (c) tropical strains are neither antigenically
ahead or behind. (d) Number of simulations that went extinct (red), exceeded the TMRCA limit (green),
or were suitable for analysis (blue).
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Figure S10: Univariate sensitivity analysis using a fully connected 6-deme model (a) showing the effects
of individual parameters on (b) the antigenic lead and (c) the fraction of the phylogenetic trunk in each
of the two tropical demes. By default, all demes have the same population size. In each column of plots,
only the parameter indicated on the x-axis is varying; all others are held constant at the default value.
Each point represents the mean value over a single simulation. Black points show results from one tropical
deme and red points from the other. Blue lines indicate linear least squares regression to the combined
data from both tropical demes. The dashed lines represent the null hypotheses where (b) the trunk is
distributed proportionally to the default population size among the regions or (c) tropical strains are neither
antigenically ahead or behind. (d) Number of simulations that went extinct (red), exceeded the TMRCA
limit (green), or were suitable for analysis (blue).
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